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AS 400 is a new design of a solar hot water panels that
generate hot water up to 90-100C a sunny day. Panels
are designed as long stripes with 400 mm in width and
they can have lengths up to 6 meter / segment. Panels
are delivered as a kit easy to install and assembled direct
at the roof in an easy way. Flat box delivery design makes
all simple and compact. Panels can be installed on roofs
but also walls and as they are integrated with the roof/wall
they add extra insulation to the building.
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Features of ASV 400 solar hot water panels.
* Self drain design not sensitive to frost and use clean water
with no anti freeze liquid. Leak issues reduced a lot.
* Easy to install kit saves costs and make all easy. No needs
fo experts except a plumber to connect all and an
electrician to connect.
* Poly carbonate PC front windows makes it very rugged and
robust and it can handle hooligans and stones much better
that glass windows.
* Aluminium design in salt water resistant alloy that can
resist pool water with salt and chlorides
* Modular and can be repaired direct at roof with smaller
work that removing and replacing complete panels
* Reasonable cost compared to other panels
* Very green design in material choices
* Low life cycle cost and maintenance.
* Flat box easy installation that most people can do them
selves
* Max temperature 100C a sunny day
AS 400 system is based on an old
success with some key improvements.
Now it is bettering cheaper and simpler
install.
AS 400can be used in all from small
houses to larger pools and industrial
heating applications.
We have special kits to use panels in
combination with steam boilers in
industry that are very cost efficient.
Pls contact us for more information and
an offer ?
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